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GEOMETRY OF WEBS OF ALGEBRAIC CURVES
JUN-MUK HWANG
Abstract. A family of algebraic curves covering a projective variety
X is called a web of curves on X if it has only finitely many mem-
bers through a general point of X. A web of curves on X induces a
web-structure, in the sense of local differential geometry, in a neigh-
borhood of a general point of X. We study how the local differential
geometry of the web-structure affects the global algebraic geometry of
X. Under two geometric assumptions on the web-structure, the pair-
wise non-integrability condition and the bracket-generating condition,
we prove that the local differential geometry determines the global alge-
braic geometry of X, up to generically finite algebraic correspondences.
The two geometric assumptions are satisfied, for example, whenX ⊂ PN
is a Fano submanifold of Picard number 1, and the family of lines cov-
ering X becomes a web. In this special case, we have a stronger re-
sult that the local differential geometry of the web-structure determines
X up to biregular equivalences. As an application, we show that if
X,X ′ ⊂ PN ,dimX ′ ≥ 3, are two such Fano manifolds of Picard number
1, then any surjective morphism f : X → X ′ is an isomorphism.
Keywords. web geometry, extension of holomorphic maps, minimal ratio-
nal curves, Fano varieties
AMS Classification. 14M22, 32D15, 14J45, 32H04, 53A60
1. Introduction
Consider families of algebraic curves covering a projective variety X in
such a way that there are only finitely many members of the family through
a general point of X. We will call such a family a ‘web of curves’ (Definition
3.1) on X. In a Euclidean neighborhood of a general point of X, a web of
curves on X induces a ‘web-structure’ (Definition 3.4), i.e. a finite collection
of (1-dimensional) holomorphic foliations, a classical object in differential
geometry. Although the study of web-structures has a long history in differ-
ential geometry (see [PP] and the references therein.), most of the existing
theory is about web-structures of codimension 1. In this article, we will in-
vestigate how the local differential geometry of the web-structure induced by
a web of curves affects the global algebraic geometry of the projective variety
X. Our work suggests that the theory of 1-dimensional web-structures on
manifolds of dimension ≥ 3 is a worthy subject of study.
The original motivation of this work was to prove the following.
The author is supported by National Researcher Program 2010-0020413 of NRF.
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Theorem 1.1. Let X,X ′ ⊂ PN be two projective submanifolds of Picard
number 1 covered by lines of PN . Let ϕ : U → U ′ be a biholomorphic map
between two connected Euclidean open subsets U ⊂ X and U ′ ⊂ X ′ such
that ϕ (resp. ϕ−1) sends germs of lines in U (resp. U ′) to germs of lines
in U ′ (resp. U). Then there exists a biholomorphic map (i.e. a biregular
morphism) Φ : X → X ′ such that ϕ = Φ|U .
This was proved in [HM01] under the assumption that the family of lines
passing through a general point of X and X ′ has positive dimension. The
remaining part of Theorem 1.1, for which the method of [HM01] fails, is
exactly when the families of lines on X and X ′ form webs of curves. This
remaining part (and a more general version) has been raised as an open
question in p. 566 of [HM01] and appeared as Question 5 in [Hw] in the
list of major open problems in the study of minimal rational curves. Our
Theorem 1.1 settles this remaining part. More explicitly, we can state the
new component of Theorem 1.1 as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Let X,X ′ ⊂ PN ,dimX = dimX ′, be two projective man-
ifolds of Picard number 1 through a general point of which there are only
finite, but nonzero, number of lines. Let W (resp. W ′) be a web of curves
on X (resp. X ′) whose members are lines in PN . Let ϕ : U → U ′ be a
biholomorphic map between two connected Euclidean open subsets U ⊂ X
and U ′ ⊂ X ′ such that ϕ (resp. ϕ−1) sends germs of lines belonging to W
(resp. W ′) to germs of lines belonging to W ′ (resp. W). Then there exists
a biholomorphic map (i.e. a biregular morphism) Φ : X → X ′ such that
ϕ = Φ|U .
The condition that ϕ (resp. ϕ−1) sends germs of lines in U (resp. U ′)
to germs of lines in U ′ (resp. U) means that ϕ is an equivalence of the
web-structures in the sense of local differential geometry. Thus Theorem 1.2
precisely says that, under the given assumptions, the local equivalence of the
web-structures implies the biregular equivalence of the projective varieties.
If we choose W and W ′ as the webs of all lines covering the projective
manifolds, then Theorem 1.2 gives the remaining part of Theorem 1.1.
It is crucial that the open subsets U and U ′ in Theorem 1.2 are in Eu-
clidean topology. As a matter of fact, if we replace Euclidean open subsets
by Zariski open subsets in Theorem 1.2, the proof becomes straight-forward
(see Proposition 8.7). Thus the key issue in the proof of Theorem 1.2 is to
extend a holomorphic map defined on a Euclidean open subset to a Zariski
open subset. We will achieve this in two steps:
Step 1. Extension from a Euclidean open subset to an e´tale open subset.
Step 2. Extension from an e´tale open subset to a Zariski open subset.
It turns out that our argument for Step 1 works in a much more general
setting than Theorem 1.2 and proves the following.
Theorem 1.3. Let X (resp. X ′) be a projective variety with a webW (resp.
W ′) of curves. Assume that both W and W ′ are
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(P) pairwise non-integrable (Definition 3.8) and
(B) bracket-generating (Definition 4.2).
Let ϕ : U → U ′ be a biholomorphic map between two connected Euclidean
open subsets U ⊂ X and U ′ ⊂ X ′ such that ϕ (resp. ϕ−1) sends germs of
members of W in U (resp. W ′ in U ′) to germs of members of W ′ in U ′
(resp. W in U). Then ϕ can be extended to a generically finite algebraic
correspondence between X and X ′, i.e., there exists a projective subvariety
Γ ⊂ X×X ′ which contains the graph of ϕ and is generically finite over both
X and X ′.
This says that we can extend the complex analytic (or differential geo-
metric) equivalence of the web-structures on Euclidean open subsets to an
algebraic equivalence on e´tale open subsets, provided the webs satisfy two
conditions (P) and (B). Both conditions are formulated as the failure of the
involutiveness of certain distributions associated with the web-structures
induced by the webs of curves. So these conditions are local differential
geometric properties of the webs. But both of them can be interpreted also
as algebro-geometric conditions on the webs of curves (Corollary 3.12 and
Proposition 4.4, respectively).
The following examples show that both conditions (P) and (B) are neces-
sary for Theorem 1.3. Fix two domains O,O′ ⊂ C such that the restriction
f : O → O′ of the exponential map ez : C→ C is a biholomorphism.
Example 1.4. Set X = X ′ = P1 × P1 and let W be the web consisting of
the two irreducible families of curves given by each factor of P1. This web
satisfies (B), but not (P). Set U = O×O and U ′ = O′×O′. Then the product
(f, f) : U → U ′ is a biholomorphic map preserving the web-structures, but
cannot be extended to a generically finite correspondence.
Example 1.5. Use the terminology of Theorem 1.3. Consider projective
varieties Y := P1 × X and Y ′ := P1 × X ′. They are equipped with webs
V and V ′ induced by W and W ′. Then V and V ′ satisfy (P), but not (B).
Put V = O×U and V ′ = O′×U ′. The biholomorphic map (f, ϕ) : V → V ′
preserves the web-structures, but cannot be extended to a generically finite
correspondence between Y and Y ′.
The condition (B), in a different form, had appeared also in [HM01] and
was used crucially in the extension argument there. Its role in the cur-
rent work is very similar to that in [HM01], based on the construction (see
Proposition 4.8) of a tower of auxiliary varieties by attaching members of the
family of curves in an inductive way. A novel part of our argument in Step 1
is to use the condition (P) to overcome the difficulty in applying the method
of [HM01] in the current setting. Roughly speaking, the condition (P) pro-
vides the parameter space W with a family of curves (see Corollary 3.12)
whose members through a general point of W form a positive-dimensional
family. This situation is very similar to the main setting of [HM01], except
that these curves are not necessarily determined by their tangent directions,
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unlike the minimal rational curves considered in [HM01]. But this technical
difference can be handled by using higher jets of curves (see Proposition
2.5) in place of their tangent directions and we can carry out the extension
procedure in a way analogous to that of [HM01].
An important class of webs satisfying both (P) and (B) is e´tale webs of
smooth rational curves (Definition 6.1) on Fano manifolds of Picard num-
ber 1. In particular, Theorem 1.3 implies the following general version of
Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 1.6. Fix two positive integers ℓ, ℓ′ > 0. Let X ⊂ PN (resp. X ′ ⊂
PN) be a projective manifold of Picard number 1 through a general point of
which there are only finite, but nonzero, number of smooth rational curves
of degree ℓ (resp. ℓ′). Let W (resp. W ′) be a web of curves on X (resp. X ′)
general members of which are smooth rational curves of degree ℓ (resp. ℓ′).
Let ϕ : U → U ′ be a biholomorphic map between two connected Euclidean
open subsets U ⊂ X and U ′ ⊂ X ′ such that ϕ (resp. ϕ−1) sends germs
of rational curves belonging to W (resp. W ′) to germs of rational curves
belonging to W ′ (resp. W). Then ϕ can be extended to a generically finite
algebraic correspondence between X and X ′, i.e., there exists an irreducible
projective subvariety Γ ⊂ X × X ′ which contains the graph of ϕ and is
generically finite over both X and X ′.
There are many Fano manifolds of Picard number 1 having such webs.
In fact, all Fano threefolds of Picard number 1, excepting the 3-dimensional
projective space and the 3-dimensional hyperquadric, have e´tale webs of
smooth rational curves (see Chapter 4 of [IP]).
While Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.2 works in the general setting of
Theorem 1.3, the argument in Step 2 for the extension from an e´tale open
subset to a Zariski open subset is more subtle and does not work even in the
setting of Theorem 1.6. To allow the argument in Step 2, the web should not
be ‘pleated’ (see Definition 7.3), which is a global algebro-geometric condi-
tion. We verify this condition for Theorem 1.2 by exploiting a deformation-
theoretic property of lines, which does not hold for rational curves of higher
degree. In fact, the following example shows that we cannot expect Γ in
Theorem 1.6 with ℓ, ℓ′ > 1 to be the graph of a biregular morphism or even
a rational map.
Example 1.7. Let X0 ⊂ P
4 be a smooth cubic threefold. There are exactly
six lines through a general point of X0. Choose two general quadric hyper-
surfaces Q,Q′ ⊂ P4 and let f : X → X0 (resp. f
′ : X ′ → X0) be the double
cover of X0 branched along Q ∩X0 (resp. Q
′ ∩X0). Then X,X
′ are Fano
threefolds of Picard number 1 and the inverse images of lines on X0 give
rise to an e´tale web W (resp. W ′) of smooth rational curves on X (resp.
X ′). We can choose connected Euclidean open subsets U0 ⊂ X0, U ⊂ X and
U ′ ⊂ X ′ such that U0 = f(U) = f
′(U ′) and the restrictions
U
f |U
−→ U0
f ′|U′←− U ′
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are biholomorphic. Then the composition
ϕ := (f ′|U ′)
−1 ◦ f |U : U → U
′
is a biholomorphic map sending germs of members ofW to those ofW ′. For
general choices of Q and Q′, the two varieties X and X ′ cannot be biregular.
The two morphisms f and f ′ give rise to a generically finite correspondence,
predicted by Theorem 1.6, between X and X ′.
The argument of Step 2 has the following application.
Theorem 1.8. Fix a positive integer ℓ′ > 0. Let X ⊂ PN (resp. X ′ ⊂ PN)
be a projective manifold of Picard number 1 through a general point of which
there are only finite, but nonzero, number of lines (resp. smooth rational
curves of degree ℓ′). Assume that dimX = dimX ′ ≥ 3. Then any surjective
morphism f : X → X ′ is an isomorphism.
Some special cases of Theorem 1.8 have been known. [Sc] proved it when
dimX = dimX ′ = 3 under the additional assumption of the smoothness of
the Hilbert scheme of lines. [HM03] proved it when X = X ′, i.e., when f
is a self-map. These special cases have been handled by arguments quite
different from ours. To our knowledge, Theorem 1.8 is new even when X,X ′
are Fano complete intersections of index 2 of dimension ≥ 3, which always
satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.8.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic
definitions and some general results on covering families of curves. We in-
troduce the condition (P) in Section 3 and the condition (B) in Section 4.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is given in Section 5. Section 6 is the verification
that the webs in Theorem 1.6 satisfy the two conditions. In Section 7, we
introduce the concept of pleated webs, which is the key in the argument of
Step 2. Using this concept, we will prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.8 in
Section 8.
Convention
1. We work over the complex numbers. Open sets and neighborhoods
refer to Euclidean topology, unless otherwise specified.
2. An analytic (resp. algebraic) variety is an irreducible reduced com-
plex space (resp. algebraic scheme). A Zariski open subset of an
analytic variety means the complement of a closed analytic subset.
3. Let f : X → Y be a holomorphic map between varieties. For a
nonsingular point x ∈ X with y = f(x) a nonsingular point of Y ,
we say that f is unramified (resp. submersive) at x if the derivative
dfx : Tx(X)→ Ty(Y ) is injective (resp. surjective). When f : X 99K
Y is a meromorphic map, we say that f is generically submersive if
its germ at a general point of X is submersive, and f is generically
biholomorphic if its germ at a general point of X is biholomorphic.
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2. Covering families of curves
Definition 2.1. Let M be a projective variety.
(i) A projective subvariety F ⊂ Chow1(M) of the Chow variety of 1-
cycles on M is called an irreducible covering family of curves on M
if the following conditions hold for the universal family morphisms
ρF : UnivF → F and µF : UnivF → M (see I.3 of [Ko] for the
definition of UnivF ):
(1) a general fiber of ρF is irreducible and reduced; and
(2) µF is surjective.
(ii) A covering family of curves on M means a finite union of irreducible
covering families of curves.
(iii) We will denote by UnivsmF the dense Zariski open subset in UnivF
consisting of nonsingular points of UnivF where the morphism ρF is
smooth.
Definition 2.2. Let F ⊂ Chow1(M) be a covering family of curves on a
projective variety M .
(i) For a surjective morphism g : M → M
′
to a projective variety M
′
that does not contract general members of any irreducible compo-
nent of F , the images under g of the general members of irreducible
components of F determine a covering family of curves onM
′
which
will be denoted by g∗F ⊂ Chow
1(M
′
). We have a natural dominant
rational map univg∗F : UnivF 99K Univg∗F .
(ii) For a generically finite morphism f : M
′
→ M from a projective
variety M
′
, the inverse images under f of the general members of
irreducible components of F determine a covering family of curves
on M
′
which will be denoted by f∗F ⊂ Chow1(M
′
). We have a nat-
ural generically finite rational map univf∗F : Univf∗F 99K UnivF .
We will denote by Bir(f∗F) (resp. Mult(f∗F)) the union of irre-
ducible components of f∗F general members of which are sent to
members of F birationally (resp. not birationally) by f , so that
f∗F = Bir(f∗F) ∪Mult(f∗F).
Note that in our definitions of g∗F and f
∗F , the images and the inverse
images of members of F are taken in the set-theoretical sense, not in cycle-
theoretic sense.
Now we recall some facts on finite-order jet spaces of curves. The fiber
bundle Jk(M) in the next definition is a Zariski open subset in the Semple
k-jet bundle of T (M) in the sense of [De]. We refer those who want a more
precise presentation to Section 5 and Section 6 of [De], but we do not need
the structure theory developed there.
Definition 2.3. Let M be a complex manifold. For a nonnegative integer
k ≥ 0, two germs of 1-dimensional submanifolds at a point x ∈M are k-jet
equivalent if they have contact order at least k at x.
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(1) Denote by Jkx(M) the complex manifold consisting of the k-jet equiv-
alence classes of germs of 1-dimensional submanifolds at x ∈ M .
This complex manifold Jkx(M) has a natural structure of quasi-projective
algebraic variety. The union Jk(M) = ∪x∈MJ
k
x(M) is a holomorphic
fiber bundle on M with a natural projection πkM : J
k(M)→M . For
example, J0(M) =M and J1(M) = PT (M).
(2) A biholomorphic map between complex manifolds f : M → M ′
induces a biholomorphic fiber bundle morphism dkf : Jk(M) →
Jk(M ′) for each k ≥ 0 satisfying the commuting diagram
Jk(M)
dkf
−→ Jk(M ′)
πkM ↓ ↓ π
k
M ′
M
f
−→ M ′.
(3) Let M be an analytic variety and let M be its smooth locus. Then
there exists an analytic variety Jk(M) with a meromorphic map
πk
M
: Jk(M ) 99K M such that the restriction of πk
M
to the inverse
image of M is naturally isomorphic to πkM . A generically biholo-
morphic meromorphic map f : M 99K M ′ between analytic vari-
eties induces a generically biholomorphic meromorphic map dkf :
Jk(M ) 99K Jk(M ′) which agrees with dkfx of (2) for the biholomor-
phic germ fx of f at a general point x ∈M .
Proposition 2.4. Let F be a covering family of curves on a projective
variety M with the universal family ρF : UnivF → F and µF : UnivF →M .
Then for each k ≥ 0, there exists a natural rational map jkF : UnivF 99K
Jk(M) with the commuting diagram
UnivF
jk
F
99K Jk(M)
µF ↓ ↓ π
k
M
M = M.
Furthermore, for sufficiently large k, the rational map jkF is generically in-
jective on UnivF .
Proof. The map jkF is defined by considering the k-jet equivalence classes
of the germs of members of F at their nonsingular points. The commuting
diagram is immediate from the definition. The generic injectivity of jkF for
large k follows from the fact that for a fixed bounded family F of curves
on M , smooth germs of their members are determined by their k-jets for a
sufficiently large k. 
Proposition 2.5. Let F (resp. F ′) be a covering family of curves on a
projective variety M (resp M ′) with the universal family ρF : UnivF → F
(resp. ρF ′ : UnivF ′ → F
′) and µF : UnivF → M (resp. µF ′ : UnivF ′ →
M ′). Let φ : V 99K M ′ and ψ : U 99K UnivF ′ be generically biholomorphic
meromorphic maps from open subsets V ⊂M and U ⊂ UnivF such that
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(1) U intersects every irreducible component of UnivF ;
(2) µF (U) ⊂ V ;
(3) the diagram
UnivF ⊃ U
ψ
99K UnivF ′
µF ↓ ↓ ↓ µF ′
M ⊃ V
φ
99K M ′
commutes; and
(4) φ
(
µF (ρ
−1
F (ρF (y)) ∩U)
)
⊂ µF ′
(
ρ−1F ′ (ρF ′(ψ(y)))
)
for a general y ∈
U.
Then there exists a generically biholomorphic meromorphic map Ψ : µ−1F (V ) 99K
UnivF ′ such that
UnivF ⊃ µ
−1
F (V )
Ψ
99K UnivF ′
µF ↓ ↓ ↓ µF ′
M ⊃ V
φ
99K M ′
commutes and Ψ|U = ψ.
Proof. As in Definition 2.3 (3), the meromorphic map φ induces a meromor-
phic map
dkφ : Jk(V ) 99K Jk(M ′)
such that the induced map on the fiber
dkxφ : J
k
x(V ) −→ J
k
φ(x)(M
′)
is biregular for a general x ∈ V . Let jkF : UnivF 99K J
k(M) (resp. jkF ′ :
UnivF ′ 99K J
k(M ′)) be the rational map defined in Proposition 2.4. Fix
k >> 0 such that both jkF and j
k
F ′ are generically injective. The condi-
tions (2)-(4) on ψ imply that the following diagram of meromorphic maps
commute:
U ⊂ UnivF
jk
F
99K Jk(M) ⊃ Jk(V )
ψ ↓ ↓ dkφ
UnivF ′ = UnivF ′
jk
F′
99K Jk(M ′) = Jk(M ′).
Since dkφ is biregular over a general point of V , it gives a generically bi-
holomorphic meromorphic map between the proper images
jkF (U) and j
k
F ′(ψ(U)).
By the condition (1), it gives a generically biholomorphic meromorphic map
from the proper image jkF (UnivF )∩(π
k
M )
−1(V ) to jkF ′(UnivF ′). As j
k
F and j
k
F ′
are generically injective, we have a meromorphic map Ψ : µ−1F (V ) 99K UnivF ′
with the desired properties. 
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3. Pairwise non-integrable webs
Definition 3.1. Let M be a projective variety.
(i) A covering family W of curves on M is called a web of curves if the
universal family morphism µW : UnivW → M is generically finite.
Thus a web of curves W has pure dimension equal to dimM − 1.
(ii) Given two webs of curves W and V on M , we say that V is a subweb
of W if V ⊂ W as subsets of Chow1(M).
(iii) A web W of curves is univalent if µW is birational.
(iv) Any surjective morphism f :M → B to a projective variety B with
dimM − dimB = 1 determines canonically an irreducible univalent
web of curves on M , to be denoted by Fib(f), a general member of
which is an irreducible component of a general fiber of f.
Remark 3.2. Our definition of a web of curves is more general than the
one used in [HM03]. The definition of a web given in [HM03] corresponds
to an e´tale web, to be introduced in Section 6. E´tale webs are much more
restrictive, although our main applications, Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.6,
are concerned with them.
The following is immediate by dimension-counting.
Lemma 3.3. Let W be a web of curves on a projective variety M with the
universal family morphisms µW : UnivW →M and ρW : UnivW →W. For
any dense Zariski open subset Wo ⊂ W, there exists a dense Zariski open
subset Mo ⊂M such that any member C of W satisfying C∩Mo 6= ∅ belongs
to Wo.
The term ‘web’ originates from the notion of a web-structure in local
differential geometry, defined as follows.
Definition 3.4. Let U be a complex manifold. A web-structure (of rank 1)
on U is a finite collection of line subbundles
Wi ⊂ T (U), 1 ≤ i ≤ d
for some integer d ≥ 1 such that for any 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ d, the intersection
Wi ∩Wj ⊂ T (U) is the zero section. If we regard Wi as a 1-dimensional
foliation on U , the condition implies that the leaves of Wi and Wj intersect
transversally.
Proposition 3.5. Let W be a web of curves on a projective variety M with
the universal family morphisms µW : UnivW → M and ρW : UnivW → W.
Let d be the degree of µW . Then there exists a Zariski open subset Mreg ⊂M
such that each x ∈Mreg has an open neighborhood Reg(x) ⊂Mreg satisfying
the following conditions.
(i) µ−1W (Reg(x)) consists of d disjoint connected open subsets
R1, . . . , Rd ⊂ Univ
sm
W
each of which is biholomorphic to Reg(x) by µW .
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(ii) For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, each fiber of ρW |Ri is connected.
(iii) Let Wi ⊂ T (Reg(x)), 1 ≤ i ≤ d, be the image of tangents to fibers of
ρW |Ri . Then W1, . . . ,Wd give a web-structure on Reg(x).
In particular, for any member C ofW, the intersection C∩Reg(x) is smooth.
Proof. The existence of a neighborhood Reg(x) of a general point x ∈ M
satisfying (i) and (ii) is immediate from Definition 3.1. The line subbundles
Wi defined in (iii) are distinct because W ⊂ Chow
1(M). Thus we can
achieve (iii) by choosing Mreg suitably. 
A fundamental notion in the local differential geometry is the equivalence
of web-structures in the following sense.
Definition 3.6. Let U (resp. U ′) be a complex manifold with a web-
structure Wi ⊂ T (U), 1 ≤ i ≤ d (resp. W
′
j ⊂ T (U
′), 1 ≤ j ≤ d′). A
biholomorphic map ϕ : U → U ′ sends the web-structure Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d into
the web-structure W ′j , 1 ≤ j ≤ d
′ if dϕ : T (U) → T (U ′) sends each Wi to
some W ′j. If furthermore d = d
′, then we say that ϕ is an equivalence of the
web-structures.
Definition 3.7. LetW (resp. W ′) be a web of curves on a projective variety
M (resp. M ′). Let ϕ : U → U ′ be a biholomorphic map between two open
sets U ⊂M and U ′ ⊂M ′. For each point
x ∈ U ∩Mreg ∩ ϕ
−1(M ′reg),
we can choose a neighborhood Ux ⊂ U ∩ Reg(x) of x (resp. Uϕ(x) ⊂ U ′ ∩
Reg(ϕ(x))) with the web-structure induced byW (respW ′) as in Proposition
3.5. By shrinking Ux if necessary, we can assume that ϕ(Ux) ⊂ Uϕ(x). We
say that ϕ sends W into W ′ if the biholomorphic map ϕ|Ux : U
x → ϕ(Ux)
sends the web-structure induced byW into the web-structure induced byW ′
for some (hence any by analyticity) x as above. We say that a meromorphic
map ψ : U 99K U ′ sends W into W ′ if its biholomorphic germs at general
points do so.
Definition 3.8. A web-structure Wi ⊂ T (U), 1 ≤ i ≤ d, on a complex
manifold U is pairwise non-integrable if for each i, there exists j 6= i such
that the distribution Wi+Wj ⊂ T (U) is not integrable. A web of curves W
on a projective variety X is pairwise non-integrable if the web-structure in
Reg(x) for each x ∈ Xreg in Proposition 3.5 is pairwise non-integrable.
Remark 3.9. The term ‘pairwise non-integrable’ can be confusing, as it may
suggest something different from Definition 3.8, for example, that Wi +Wj
is not integrable for each (or some) pair (i, j), i 6= j. Since we do not have a
good alternative term, we will use it by an abuse of language.
Definition 3.10. Let W be a web of curves on a projective variety X with
the universal family morphisms µW : UnivW → X and ρW : UnivW → W.
Fix an irreducible component V of W and write f = µV , g = ρV and A =
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UnivV . The morphism f : A → X is generically finite and g : A → V has
connected 1-dimensional fibers. The inverse image f∗W is a web of curves
on A.
(i) Define a decomposition f∗W = Fib(g) ∪ Hor(g) with no common
components as follows. By Definition 3.1 (iv), the morphism g gives
the univalent web Fib(g) on A, which is a subweb of f∗W. Write
Hor(g) for the union of components of f∗W different from Fib(g),
i.e., those components whose general members are ‘horizontal’ with
respect to g.
(ii) Because general members of components of Hor(g) are not con-
tracted by g : A → V, we can apply the construction in Definition
2.2 (i) to obtain a covering family of curves g∗Hor(g) on V and the
induced rational map
univg∗Hor(g) : UnivHor(g) 99K Univg∗Hor(g).
(iii) Define a decomposition Hor(g) = Inf(g) ∪ Fin(g) with no common
components as follows. An irreducible component H of Hor(g) be-
longs to Fin(g) (resp. Inf(g)) if the restriction of univg∗Hor(g) in (ii)
to UnivH is generically finite (resp. not generically finite) over its
image in Univg∗Hor(g). In other words,
UnivHor(g)
univg∗Hor(g)
99K Univg∗Hor(g)
is generically finite on Fin(g) and has positive-dimensional fibers on
Inf(g).
Next proposition shows that members of Fin(g) and Inf(g) can be distin-
guished by a local property of the web-structure.
Proposition 3.11. In the setting of Definition 3.10, let Areg ⊂ A be the
Zariski open subset with respect to the web f∗W on A as in Proposition 3.5.
For y ∈ Areg, let Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, be the web-structure on Reg(y) induced by
f∗W. Assume that leaves of W1 belong to the irreducible web Fib(g) and
the leaves of W2 belong to an irreducible component H of Hor(g). Then
H ⊂ Inf(g) if and only if the distribution W1 +W2 on Reg(y) is integrable.
Proof. We can find a member C ⊂ A of H through a general point x ∈
Reg(y) such that C ∩Reg(y) is the leaf of W2 through x. Let F be the leaf
of W1 through x, which is an open subset in g
−1(g(x)).
If H is a component of Inf(g), then deformations of C intersecting F , say,
{Ct, t ∈ ∆, C0 = C}
are all sent by g : A→ V to the same curve in V, i.e., g(Ct) = g(C). Thus the
germ of g−1(g(C)) at x is the integral surface of the distribution W1 +W2.
Conversely, assume that W1+W2 is integrable and let S ⊂ Reg(y) be its
2-dimensional leaf through x. Then the germs of g(S) and g(C) at g(x) co-
incide and the members of H whose intersections with Reg(y) are contained
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in S must be sent to the curve g(C) in V. It follows that univg∗Hor(g) is not
generically finite on UnivH, that is, H ⊂ Inf(g). 
Corollary 3.12. A web of curves W on a projective variety X is pairwise
non-integrable if and only if Fin(g) is not empty for any choice of V in
Definition 3.10.
Proposition 3.13. Let W on X and W ′ on X ′ be webs of curves on pro-
jective varieties. Fix an irreducible component V of W (resp. V ′ of W ′) and
denote by g : A → V and f : A→ X (resp. g′ : A′ → V ′ and f ′ : A′ → X ′)
the universal family morphisms as in Definition 3.10. We have the webs
Fib(g) and Fin(g) on A (resp. Fib(g′) and Fin(g′) on A′). Let ϕ : U → U ′
be a biholomorphic map between connected open subsets U ⊂ A and U ′ ⊂ A′,
which sends f∗W into (f ′)∗W ′. If ϕ sends Fib(g) into Fib(g′), then it sends
Fin(g) into Fin(g′).
Proof. Since the problem is local, we may assume, by shrinking U and U ′,
that we have web-structures
W1, . . . ,Wd ⊂ T (U) and W
′
1, . . . ,W
′
d ⊂ T (U
′)
such that W1 corresponds to Fib(g) (resp. W
′
1 corresponds to Fib(g
′)). By
assumption, the differential dϕ sends W1 to W
′
1 and Wi to some W
′
j . By
Proposition 3.11, among Wi (resp. W
′
i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ d, those corresponding to
Fin(g) (resp. Fin(g′)) are characterized by the property that W1+Wi (resp.
W ′1 +W
′
i ) is not integrable. Since the integrability of such a distribution is
preserved by dϕ, we see that ϕ sends Fin(g) into Fin(g′). 
4. Bracket-generating webs
Definition 4.1. Let U be a complex manifold and let D ⊂ T (U) be a distri-
bution (Pfaffian system) on U , i.e., a vector subbundle of the tangent bundle
of U . By the holomorphic Frobenius theorem (applied to the Pfaffian sys-
tems defined on Zariski open subsets of U generated by successive brackets
of D), there exists a Zariski open subset dom(D) ⊂ U and a holomorphic
foliation, i.e., an integrable Pfaffian system,
FolD ⊂ T (dom(D)),
called the foliation generated by D, such that for a germ of complex sub-
manifold M ⊂ dom(D) if Dx ⊂ Tx(M) ⊂ Tx(U) for each x ∈ M , then the
germ of the leaf of FolD through a point x ∈ M is contained in M . We
say that D is bracket-generating if FolD = T (dom(D)). If, furthermore, U
is a Zariski open subset in a projective variety X and D is an algebraic
subbundle of T (U), then dom(D) is a Zariski open subset in X.
Definition 4.2. Given a web-structure W1, . . . ,Wd on a complex manifold
U, the linear span W1 + · · · +Wd gives a vector subbundle D ⊂ T (Uo) on
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some Zariski open subset Uo ⊂ U . We say that the web-structure is bracket-
generating if D is bracket-generating. Given a web W of curves on a projec-
tive variety X, we have a Zariski open subset Xo ⊂ Xreg and an algebraic
vector subbundle DW ⊂ T (Xo) spanned by the web-structures. Patching
the data in Definition 4.1, we have a Zariski open subset dom(DW) ⊂ Xo
and a holomorphic foliation
FolW := FolD
W
⊂ T (dom(DW))
generated by DW . We say thatW is bracket-generating if the web-structure
in Reg(x) for each x ∈ Xreg in Proposition 3.5 is bracket-generating. This
is equivalent to saying that FolW = T (dom(DW)).
Definition 4.3. Let X be a projective variety with a web W of curves.
For each x ∈ Xreg, let Ix ⊂ X be the 1-dimensional closed algebraic subset
defined by the union of all members ofW passing through x. We can choose
a Zariski open subset T ⊂ dom(DW) ⊂ Xreg such that for the incidence
relation I ⊂ T ×X defined by
I = {(t, x), x ∈ It},
the projection prT : I → T is flat. For a projective subvariety Z ⊂ X, define
IZ := closure of
⋃
s∈Z∩T
Is.
Note that IZ = ∅ if Z ∩ T = ∅ and IZ = Ix when Z is one point x ∈ T .
Although IZ may not be irreducible, each component of IZ contains Z by the
flatness of prT : I → T . Thus if Z∩T 6= ∅, either IZ = Z or every component
of IZ has dimension equal to dimZ + 1. We say that Z is saturated (with
respect to W) if IZ = Z.
The following proposition shows that Definition 4.2 can be interpreted in
terms of algebro-geometric property of the web.
Proposition 4.4. In the setting of Definition 4.3, for each x ∈ T , there
exists a minimal saturated subvariety Sx ⊂ X through x, in the sense that
any saturated subvariety through x contains Sx. Furthermore, the intersec-
tion Sx ∩ T is exactly the leaf of Fol
W |T through x. It follows that W is
bracket-generating if and only if X itself is the only saturated subvariety
passing through a general point of X.
Proof. For each x ∈ T , we define a projective subvariety Sx containing x
in the following manner. Let S1x be a component of Ix and inductively
define Si+1x to be a component of ISix . Recall from Definition 4.3 that for a
projective variety Z ⊂ X,Z∩T 6= ∅, either IZ = Z or every component of IZ
has dimension equal to dimZ+1. Thus dimSi+1x = dimS
i
x+1 or S
i
x = S
i+1
x .
We conclude that Snx = S
n+1
x = · · · , where n = dimX. Define Sx := S
n
x .
This is a saturated subvariety. Note that if Z ⊂ X is saturated, then IZ′ ⊂ Z
for any subvariety Z ′ ⊂ Z. Thus if x ∈ Z, then Six ⊂ Z inductively for all
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i and Sx ⊂ Z. This proves that Sx is the minimal saturated subvariety
through x.
Let S ⊂ T be a leaf of the foliation FolW |T , an immersed complex sub-
manifold. If y ∈ S, then Iy ∩ T ⊂ S because each irreducible component of
Iy is an integral curve of D
W . Thus if a projective variety Z ⊂ X satisfies
Z ∩T ⊂ S, then IZ ∩T ⊂ S. Denoting by S(x) the leaf of Fol
W |T through a
point x ∈ T, we have Six ∩ T ⊂ S(x) inductively for all i. This implies that
Sx ∩ T ⊂ S(x) and
dimSx ≤ rankFol
W .
On the other hand, if Z ⊂ X is saturated, then for each nonsingular point
x ∈ Z∩T , we have DWx ⊂ Tx(Z). From Definition 4.1, we see that S(x) ⊂ Z.
Applying this to the saturated variety Z = Sy for y ∈ T , we have S(x) ⊂ Sy
for each nonsingular point x ∈ Sy. As dimSy ≤ dimS(x), we conclude that
Sx ∩ T is the leaf S(x) of Fol
W |T through x. 
To exploit the bracket-generating property, we need the following geomet-
ric constructions.
Definition 4.5. Let V be an irreducible web on a projective variety X.
To simplify the notation, denote by A := UnivV the universal family and
by f : A → X (resp. g : A → V) the morphism µV (resp. ρV). Let E
be an irreducible web on A. Let η : B → A be a generically submersive
holomorphic map from a normal analytic variety B. Then we can construct
the following objects.
(1) Let
Z
α
−→ A
̺ ↓ ↓ g
B
g◦η
−→ V
be the normalization of the unique irreducible component of the
pull-back (g ◦ η)∗A dominant over B. There is a canonical section
σ : B → Z induced by η.
(2) Let
Y
α˜
−→ UnivE
ν ↓ ↓ µE
Z
α
−→ A
be the normalization of an (not necessarily unique) irreducible com-
ponent of the pull-back α∗UnivE dominant over Z.
We call
Y
ν
−→ Z
̺
−→ B
α˜ ↓ ↓ α ↓ g ◦ η
UnivE
µE−→ A
g
−→ V.
a (V, E)-construction on η : B → A. It is not uniquely determined by (V, E),
because the choice of ν in (2) is not unique.
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We will apply this construction to η : B → A obtained in the following
special way. Let Y be an analytic variety and let χ : Y → X be a generically
submersive holomorphic map. Let
B
η
−→ A
ζ ↓ ↓ f
Y
χ
−→ X
be the normalization of an irreducible component (not necessarily unique)
of the pull-back χ∗A dominant over Y. A (V, E)-construction on η : B → A
arising this way, with the notation X˜ = UnivE , Y˜ = Y, χ˜ = α˜ and h = µE ,
Y˜
ν
−→ Z
̺
−→ B
ζ
−→ Y
χ˜ ↓ ↓ α ↓ g ◦ η ↓ χ
X˜
h
−→ A
g
−→ V X,
will be called a (V, E)-tower on χ : Y → X.
Definition 4.6. Let W be a web on a projective variety X0 of dimension
n. Let Y0 ⊂ X0 be a connected open subset and denote by χ0 : Y0 → X0
the inclusion. We will define inductively
(i) a collection of projective varieties X1, . . . ,Xn with a generically finite
surjective morphism λi : Xi → X0 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
(ii) a collection of analytic varieties Y1, . . . , Yn with a projective mor-
phism θi : Yi → Y0 of relative dimension i for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
and
(iii) a generically submersive holomorphic map χi : Yi → Xi for each
1 ≤ i ≤ n
in the following way.
Pick an irreducible component V1 of W with the universal family V1
g1
←
A1
f1
→ X0 and an irreducible component E1 of f
∗
1W. Choose a (V1, E1)-tower
on χ0 : Y0 → X0, to be denoted by
Y1
ν1−→ Z1
̺1
−→ B1
ζ1
−→ Y0
χ1 ↓ ↓ α1 ↓ g1 ◦ η1 ↓ χ0
X1
h1−→ A1
g1
−→ V1 X0.
Denote by θ1 : Y1 → Y0 the composition
Y1
ν1−→ Z1
̺1
−→ B1
ζ1
−→ Y0.
Then θ1 is a projective morphism with relative dimension 1. Denote by
λ1 : X1 → X0 the composition
X1
h1−→ A1
f1
−→ X0.
Then λ1 is a generically finite morphism between two projective varieties.
To use an induction, assume that we have defined λi−1 : Xi−1 → X0,
θi−1 : Yi−1 → Y0 and χi−1 : Yi−1 → Xi−1 for 1 < i ≤ n. Pick an irreducible
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component Vi of λ
∗
i−1W with the universal family Vi
gi
← Ai
fi
→ Xi−1 and
an irreducible component Ei of (λi−1 ◦ fi)
∗W. Choose a (Vi, Ei)-tower on
χi−1 : Yi−1 → Xi−1, to be denoted by
Yi
νi−→ Zi
̺i−→ Bi
ζi−→ Yi−1
χi ↓ ↓ αi ↓ gi ◦ ηi ↓ χi−1
Xi
hi−→ Ai
gi−→ Vi Xi−1.
Denote by θi : Yi → Y0 the composition
Yi
νi−→ Zi
̺i−→ Bi
ζi−→ Yi−1
θi−1
−→ Y0.
Then θi is a projective morphism with relative dimension i. Denote by
λi : Xi → X0 the composition
Xi
hi−→ Ai
fi
−→ Xi−1
λi−1
−→ X0.
Then λi is a generically finite morphism between two projective varieties.
The above inductive construction of objects (i), (ii), (iii) depends on the
choice of Vi, Ei and a choice of a (Vi, Ei)-tower at each step. We will call this
collection of objects a tower on Y0 ⊂ X0 constructed via (V1, . . . ,Vn) and
(E1, . . . , En).
A tower is equipped with the following special subsets Di ⊂ Yi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
which may be viewed as the ‘diagonals’ of the construction.
Lemma 4.7. For a tower on Y0 ⊂ X0 constructed in Definition 4.6, define
inductively a closed analytic subset Di ⊂ Yi for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n by setting
D1 := ν
−1
1 (σ1(B1)) and
Di := ν
−1
i
(
σi(ζ
−1
i (Di−1))
)
for each 1 < i ≤ n,
where σi : Bi → Zi is the natural section of ̺i induced by ηi : Bi → Ai. Let
ξi : Yi → X0 be the composition λi ◦ χi. Then for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have
(1) θi(Di) = Y0 and
(2) θi(yi) = ξi(yi) for any yi ∈ Di.
Proof. It is clear that θ1(D1) = Y0. Let us assume that θi−1(Di−1) = Y0 for
1 < i ≤ n. Since
̺i(νi(Di)) = ̺i
(
σi(ζ
−1
i (Di−1))
)
= ζ−1i (Di−1),
we have
θi(Di) = θi−1 (ζi(̺i(νi(Di)))) = θi−1(Di−1) = Y0.
This proves (1).
To prove (2), note that for any yi ∈ Di, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, we have elements
bi ∈ Bi and yi−1 ∈ Di−1 (with the convention D0 = Y0) such that
νi(yi) = σi(bi) and ζi(bi) = yi−1.
Then
θ1(y1) = ζ1 (̺1(ν1(y1))) = ζ1(b1) = y0,
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while
ξ1(y1) = λ1 (χ1(y1))
= (f1 ◦ h1) ◦ χ1(y1)
= f1 (α1 ◦ ν1(y1))
= f1(η1(b1))
= χ0(ζ1(b1)) = y0,
checking (2) for i = 1. Now assume θi−1(yi−1) = ξi−1(yi−1) for any yi−1 ∈
Di−1. Then
θi(yi) = θi−1 (ζi(̺i(νi(yi)))) = θi−1(ζi(bi)) = θi−1(yi−1),
while
ξi(yi) = λi ◦ χi(yi)
= λi−1 ◦ (fi ◦ hi) ◦ χi(yi)
= λi−1 (fi(αi(νi(yi))))
= λi−1 (fi(ηi(bi)))
= λi−1 (χi−1(ζi(bi)))
= λi−1 (χi−1(yi−1)) = ξi−1(yi−1).
Thus (2) holds by induction. 
The following is a key property of bracket-generating webs.
Proposition 4.8. Let W be a bracket-generating web on a projective variety
X0 of dimension n and let Y0 ⊂ X0 be a connected open subset. Then we can
choose (V1, . . . ,Vn) in Definition 4.6 such that for a tower on Y0 ⊂ X0 con-
structed via (V1, . . . ,Vn) and (E1, . . . , En), under any choice of (E1, . . . , En),
the morphism ξi = λi ◦ χi : Yi → X0 sends each irreducible component of
θ−1i (y) for a general y ∈ Y0 to a projective subvariety of dimension i in X.
In particular, the restriction of ξn on any irreducible component of θ
−1
n (y)
is a generically finite morphism surjective over X0.
Proof. We will choose (V1, . . . ,Vn) inductively such that for each i and a
general y ∈ Y0,
ξi|θ−1i (y)
: θ−1i (y)→ X0
sends each irreducible component of θ−1i (y) to a variety of dimension i. It is
clear that we may choose V1 as any irreducible component ofW, to make this
work for i = 1. Assuming that we have chosen V1, . . . ,Vi, i < n, satisfying
the requirement, we will choose Vi+1 as follows.
Let Gi ⊂ Xi be the image of an irreducible component of θ
−1
i (y) under
χi. Our assumption is dimGi = i < n. Let Ti ⊂ Xi be the Zariski open sub-
set determined by the web λ∗iW as in Definition 4.3 (by substituting Xi for
X and λ∗iW for W). From the generic submersiveness of χi, the projective
variety Gi intersects Ti. Since λ
∗
iW is bracket-generating on Xi, Proposition
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4.4 says that Gi is not saturated. Thus we can choose an irreducible com-
ponent Vi+1 of λ
∗
iW and an irreducible component Ji+1 of f
−1
i+1(Gi) which
is dominant over Gi such that
dim gi+1(Ji+1) = dimJi+1 = i
and, denoting by J˜i+1 the irreducible component of g
−1
i+1 (gi+1(Ji+1)) domi-
nant over gi+1(Ji+1),
dim J˜i+1 = dim fi+1(J˜i+1) = i+ 1.
Choose any component Ei+1 of (λi ◦ fi+1)
∗W. When χi+1 : Yi+1 → Xi+1
is a (Vi+1, Ei+1)-tower on χi : Yi → Xi, the image of Bi+1 in Ai+1 contains
Ji+1. Then χi+1(θ
−1
i+1(y)) must have dimension i + 1 because it contains
fi+1(J˜j+1), which has dimension i + 1. Thus some component of θ
−1
i+1(y)
is sent by ξi+1 = λi+1 ◦ χi+1 to a variety of dimension i + 1. Since Yi
is irreducible and y is general, this holds for every component of θ−1i+1(y),
completing the proof by induction. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1.3
For the proof of Theorem 1.3, it is convenient to introduce the following
terms.
Definition 5.1. Let Q,R, S be three projective varieties of the same di-
mension.
(1) A closed algebraic subset Γ ⊂ S × Q is called a generically finite
algebraic correspondence from S to Q if the projections prS : Γ →
S and prQ : Γ → Q are generically finite on every component of
Γ. We will denote by C(S,Q) the set of generically finite algebraic
correspondences from S to Q. For convenience, for an element γ ∈
C(S,Q), we will call the corresponding Γ ⊂ S×Q the graph of γ and
write Γ = Graph(γ). By symmetry, an element γ ∈ C(S,Q) can be
viewed as an element of C(Q,S), to be denoted by γ−1.
(2) Given an element γ ∈ C(S,Q) and a general point x ∈ S, by com-
posing prQ with the inverse images of prS |Graph(γ), we obtain a finite
number of biholomorphic maps defined on a neighborhood O of x,
γix : O → γ
i
x(O) ⊂ Q, 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
wherem = m(γ) is a positive integer depending on γ. The collection
{γ1x, . . . , γ
m
x } will be called the germs of γ at x.
(3) Given γ ∈ C(R,S) and β ∈ C(S,Q), we denote by β ◦ γ ∈ C(R,Q)
the unique element canonically determined by the property that the
germs of β ◦ γ at a general point x ∈ R are the compositions of
the germs {γ1x, . . . , γ
m
x } of γ at x and the germs of β at the points
γ1x(x), . . . , γ
m
x (x).
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(4) Let U be an analytic variety. Let ϕ : U 99K S and ψ : U 99K Q
be two generically submersive meromorphic maps. For an element
γ ∈ C(S,Q), we write
ψ ∼ γ ◦ ϕ (or ϕ ∼ γ−1 ◦ ψ),
if for a general point y ∈ U , the germ ϕy of ϕ at y and the germ ψy
of ψ at y satisfy
ψy = γ
1
ϕ(y) ◦ ϕy
for some germ γ1ϕ(y) of γ at ϕ(y). In this case, for any generically
submersive holomorphic map h : V → U from an analytic variety
V , if we write h∗ψ = ψ ◦ h and h∗ϕ = ϕ ◦ h, then it is clear that
h∗ψ ∼ γ ◦ h∗ϕ, which may be written as
h∗(γ ◦ ϕ) ∼ γ ◦ h∗ϕ.
If ϕ happens to be an inclusion of U as an open subset ϕ : U ⊂ S,
then ψ ∼ γ ◦ϕ implies that Graph(ψ) ⊂ U ×Q ⊂ S×Q is contained
in the closed algebraic subset Graph(γ) ⊂ S ×Q.
(5) For an analytic variety U and meromorphic maps ϕ1 : U 99K R,ϕ2 :
U 99K S and ϕ3 : U 99K Q, if we have γ ∈ C(R,S) and β ∈ C(S,Q)
such that ϕ2 ∼ γ ◦ ϕ1 and ϕ3 ∼ β ◦ ϕ2, then it is clear that
ϕ3 ∼ (β ◦ γ) ◦ ϕ1.
(6) Let W be a web of curves on S. The push-forward of W by γ ∈
C(S,Q), to be denoted by γ∗W, is the web
γ∗W := (prQ|Γ)∗(prS |Γ)
∗W
where Γ = Graph(γ). Here, we are applying the pull-back and the
push-forward to all irreducible components of Γ and taking the union
of all the resulting webs. Note that W is a subweb of, but not
necessarily the same web as, the web γ−1∗ (γ∗W).
Definition 5.2. Let α : Z → A be a submersive holomorphic map between
analytic varieties. Let U ⊂ Z be an open subset and ϕ : U 99K Q be a
meromorphic map to an analytic variety Q. We say that ϕ is α-descending
if for each u ∈ U there exists a germ ϕα(u) of meromorphic maps from A to
Q at the point α(u) ∈ A such that ϕα(u) ◦ α coincides with the germ of ϕ
at u. If furthermore, dimA = dimQ and there are webs of curves W on A
and U on Q, we say that ϕ sends W into U if ϕα(u) sendsW into U at some
(hence any) u ∈ U in the sense of Definition 3.7.
Lemma 5.3. Let ̺ : Z → B be a proper holomorphic map between normal
analytic varieties equipped with a section σ : B → Z. Let α : Z → A
and η : B → A be generically submersive holomorphic maps to an analytic
variety A, satisfying η = α◦σ. Let Q be an analytic variety and ϕ : B 99K Q
be an η-descending meromorphic map. Then there exists a neighborhood
N(B) ⊂ Z of σ(B) and an α-descending meromorphic map ϕσ : N(B) 99K Q
such that ϕ = ϕσ ◦ σ.
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Proof. Since ϕ is η-descending, for each u ∈ B, we have a germ ϕη(u) of
meromorphic maps at η(u) such that the germ of ϕ at u is just ϕη(u) ◦ η.
Let (ϕσ)σ(u) be the germ of meromorphic maps at σ(u) given by ϕη(u) ◦ α.
The collection of germs (ϕσ)σ(u) as u varies over B define the meromorphic
map ϕσ in a neighborhood of σ(B) with the desired properties. 
Next proposition is a crucial step of the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Proposition 5.4. Let X be a projective variety with a web W which is
pairwise non-integrable. Let V be an irreducible component of W with the
universal family morphisms f : A → X and g : A → V, as in Definition
4.5. Fix a component E of Fin(g), which is nonempty because W is pairwise
non-integrable. Let B be a normal analytic variety and let η : B → A be a
generically submersive holomorphic map. Let
Y
ν
−→ Z
̺
−→ B
α˜ ↓ ↓ α ↓ g ◦ η
UnivE
µE−→ A
g
−→ V.
be a (V, E)-construction on η : B → A from Definition 4.5. Let N(B) be
a neighborhood of σ(B) where σ : B → Z is the canonical section of ̺ and
let ϕ : N(B) 99K Q be an α-descending meromorphic map to a projective
variety Q, which sends f∗W into a web U on Q in the sense of Definition
5.2. Then there exists a projective variety S with γ ∈ C(S,Q) and an α˜-
descending meromorphic map ϕ˜ : Y 99K S such that for any b ∈ B and any
x ∈ ν−1(σ(b)), the germ ϕ˜x of ϕ˜ at x, the germ ϕσ(b) of ϕ at σ(b) and the
germ νx of ν at x satisfy
ν∗xϕσ(b) ∼ γ ◦ ϕ˜x,(5.1)
i.e., the following diagram, where we use a double arrow to denote the alge-
braic correspondence γ, commutes at the level of germs.
UnivE
α˜
←− Y = Y
ϕ˜
99K S
µE ↓ ↓ ν ⇓ γ
A
α
←− Z ⊃ N(B)
ϕ
99K Q.
In particular, the α˜-descending map ϕ˜ sends the web (f ◦ µE)
∗W into the
web (γ−1)∗U on S in the sense of Definition 5.1 (6) and Definition 5.2.
Proof. By shrinking N(B) if necessary, we may assume that each fiber of
̺ intersects N(B) along a connected set. Since ϕ sends f∗W into U , there
exists an irreducible component, say V ′, of U such that ϕ sends germs of
fibers of ̺ at σ(B) to germs of members of V ′, inducing a (g ◦ η)-descending
meromorphic map ϕ♯ : B 99K V ′. Setting A′ := UnivV ′ , write g
′ : A′ → V ′ for
ρV ′ and f
′ : A′ → Q for µV ′. Then ϕ induces an α-descending meromorphic
map ϕ′ : N(B) 99K A′ such that ϕ = f ′ ◦ϕ′ and ϕ′ sends Fib(g) into Fib(g′).
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It follows by Proposition 3.13 that ϕ′ sends E ⊂ Fin(g) into Fin(g′).
N(B)
ϕ
99K Q
‖ ↑ f ′
A
α
←− Z ⊃ N(B)
ϕ′
99K A′
g ↓ ↓ ̺ ↓ ↓ g′
V
g◦η
←− B = B
ϕ♯
99K V ′.
We have the covering families of curves F := g∗E on V and F
′ := (g′)∗Fin(g
′)
on V ′ with the universal family morphisms
UnivE
univg∗E
99K UnivF
µE ↓ ↓ µF
A
g
−→ V
and
UnivFin(g′)
univg′∗Fin(g′)
99K UnivF ′
µFin(g′) ↓ ↓ µF ′
A′
g′
−→ V ′.
where the two rational maps on the first row are generically finite by the
definition of Fin(g) and Fin(g′).
Fix a point b ∈ B and set u = σ(b) ∈ σ(B). By the α-descending property
of ϕ′, we have a neighborhood α(u) ∈ O ⊂ A with a meromorphic map
ϕ′α(u) : O 99K A
′ such that ϕ′α(u) ◦ α gives the germ of ϕ
′ at u. Similarly,
we have a neighborhood (g ◦ η)(b) ∈ V ⊂ V with a meromorphic map
φ : V 99K V ′ such that φ ◦ (g ◦ η) gives the germ of ϕ♯ at b. We may
assume that g(O) ⊂ V by shrinking O if necessary. Let U ⊂ UnivE be
a dense open subset in univg∗E(µ
−1
E (O)). We have µF (U) ⊂ V . Since ϕ
′
sends E into Fin(g′), it induces a generically biholomorphic meromorphic
map ψ : U 99K UnivF ′ such that the diagram
UnivF ⊃ U
ψ
99K UnivF ′
µF ↓ ↓ ↓ µF ′
V ⊃ V
φ
99K V ′
commutes and
φ
(
µF (ρ
−1
F (ρF (y)) ∩U)
)
⊂ µF ′
(
ρ−1F ′ (ρF ′(ψ(y)))
)
for a general y ∈ U. Thus we can apply Proposition 2.5 to obtain a generi-
cally biholomorphic meromorphic map
µ−1F (V )
Ψ
99K µ−1F ′ (V
′) satisfying ψ = Ψ|U.
Then the composition
(g ◦ µE ◦ α˜)
−1(V )
α˜
→ (g ◦ µE)
−1(V )
univg∗Fin(g)
99K µ−1F (V )
Ψ
99K UnivF ′
is a meromorphic map, to be denoted by ϕ˜(̺◦ν)−1(b), defined in a neighbor-
hood of (̺ ◦ ν)−1(b) in Y . Since ϕ˜(̺◦µ)−1(b) is uniquely determined by the
germ of ϕ at u, the collection {ϕ˜(̺◦µ)−1(b), b ∈ B} defines a meromorphic
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map ϕ˜ : Y 99K UnivF ′ . Let S be the irreducible component of UnivF ′ where
the image of ϕ˜ lies. Then there exists γ ∈ C(S,Q) given by the diagram
UnivFin(g′)
univg′∗Fin(g′)
99K UnivF ′ ⊃ S
µFin(g′) ↓ ↓ µF ′
Q
f ′
←− A′
g′
−→ V ′
where the first row, the first vertical arrow and the first horizontal arrow in
the third row are generically finite. The property (5.1) is immediate from
the construction. 
We are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The given conditions on ϕ : U → U ′ say that ϕ sends
W into W ′. Set n = dimX, Y0 = U and X0 = X. As the web W is bracket-
generating, we can find a tower on Y0 ⊂ X0 constructed via a certain choice
of (V1, . . . ,Vn) and any choice of (E1, . . . , En), satisfying the property stated
in Proposition 4.8. Since W is pairwise non-integrable, so is (λi−1 ◦ fi)
∗W
on Ai. Thus we can assume that we have chosen Ei as a component of
Fin(gi) ⊂ (λi−1 ◦ fi)
∗W for each i. Using the diagram from Definition 4.5
and Definition 4.6,
Ai
fi
−→ Xi−1
ηi ↑ ↑ χi−1
Yi
νi−→ Zi
̺i
−→ Bi
ζi
−→ Yi−1
χi ↓ ↓ αi ↓ gi ◦ ηi
Xi
hi−→ Ai
gi
−→ Vi
and starting with β0 defined as the identityX
′
0 := X
′, we will find inductively
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
(i) a projective variety X ′i and βi ∈ C(X
′
i ,X
′);
(ii) a generically submersive meromorphic map ϕi : Bi 99K X
′
i−1 which
is ηi-descending and sends (λi−1 ◦ fi)
∗W into (β−1i−1)∗W
′; and
(iii) a generically submersive meromorphic map ϕ˜i : Yi 99K X
′
i which is
χi-descending and sends λ
∗
iW into (β
−1
i )∗W
′,
such that for any point yi ∈ Di ⊂ Yi of Lemma 4.7 with y := ξi(yi) ∈ Y0,
the germ ϕ˜i,yi of ϕ˜i at yi, the germ ϕy of ϕ at y and the germ ξi,yi of ξi at
yi satisfy
ξ∗i,yiϕy ∼ βi ◦ ϕ˜i,yi ,(5.2)
or equivalently, the germ ϕ˜i,xi at xi := χi(yi), representing ϕ˜i,yi by the
χi-descending property, satisfies
λ∗i,xiϕy ∼ βi ◦ ϕ˜i,xi(5.3)
where λi,xi is the germ of λi at xi.
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To start with, set
ϕ1 := ζ
∗
1ϕ = (f1 ◦ η1)
∗ϕ : B1 99K X
′
which is η1-descending and sends f
∗
1W into W
′. For a point b1 ∈ B1 with
ζ1(b1) = y ∈ Y0, the germ ϕ1,η1(b1) at η1(b1) ∈ A1 representing ϕ1 satisfies
ϕ1,η1(b1) = f
∗
1,η1(b1)
ϕy.(5.4)
Applying Lemma 5.3, we have
ϕσ11 : N(B1) 99K X
′
defined in a neighborhood N(B1) of σ1(B1), which is α1-descending. By
Proposition 5.4, we find γ1 ∈ C(X
′
1,X
′) and a χ1-descending meromorphic
map
ϕ˜1 = (˜ϕ
σ1
1 ) : Y1 99K X
′
1
such that, by (5.1) of Proposition 5.4, for y1 ∈ ν
−1
1 (σ(b1)) and x1 = χ1(y1),
h∗1,x1ϕ1,η1(b1) ∼ γ1 ◦ ϕ˜1,x1 .
Then (5.4) and λ1 = f1 ◦ h1 give
λ∗1,x1ϕy ∼ γ1 ◦ ϕ˜1,x1 .
Thus (5.3) holds for i = 1 if we put β1 = γ1.
Assume that we have found βi ∈ C(X
′
i,X
′), ϕi and ϕ˜i satisfying (5.3) for
1 ≤ i < n. Define
ϕi+1 = ζ
∗
i+1ϕ˜i : Bi+1 99K X
′
i,
which is ηi+1-descending by χi ◦ ζi+1 = fi+1 ◦ ηi+1 and sends (λi ◦ fi+1)
∗W
into (β−1i )∗W
′. This implies that for a point yi ∈ Di, xi := χi(yi) and
bi+1 ∈ Bi+1 with ζi+1(bi+1) = yi, the germ ϕi+1,ηi+1(bi+1) at ηi+1(bi+1) ∈
Ai+1 representing ϕi+1 satisfies
ϕi+1,ηi+1(bi+1) = f
∗
i+1,ηi+1(bi+1)
ϕ˜xi .(5.5)
Applying Lemma 5.3, we have
ϕ
σi+1
i+1 : N(Bi+1) 99K X
′
i
defined in a neighborhood N(Bi+1) of σi+1(Bi+1), which is αi+1-descending.
By Proposition 5.4, we find γi+1 ∈ C(X
′
i+1,X
′
i) and
ϕ˜i+1 =
˜(ϕ
σi+1
i+1 ) : Yi+1 99K X
′
i+1
which is χi+1-descending, such that for
yi+1 ∈ ν
−1
i+1(σi+1(bi+1)) ∈ Di+1 and xi+1 := χi+1(yi+1),
we have by (5.1),
h∗i+1,xi+1ϕi+1,ηi+1(bi+1) ∼ γi+1 ◦ ϕ˜i+1,xi+1 .(5.6)
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Then, in the notation of Definition 5.1 (4) and (5),
λ∗i+1,xi+1ϕy = (fi+1 ◦ hi+1)
∗
xi+1(λ
∗
i,xiϕy) from λi+1 = λi ◦ fi+1 ◦ hi+1
∼ βi ◦
(
(fi+1 ◦ hi+1)
∗
xi+1
ϕ˜i,xi
)
by the induction on (5.3)
∼ βi ◦ h
∗
i+1,xi+1ϕi+1,ηi+1(bi+1) by (5.5)
∼ (βi ◦ γi+1) ◦ ϕ˜i+1,xi+1 by (5.6).
Thus (5.3) holds for i + 1 if we put βi+1 = βi ◦ γi+1. This completes the
inductive construction of (i), (ii) and (iii) satisfying (5.2).
Now let F be a general fiber of θn : Yn → Y0 = U such that the restriction
ϕ˜n|Y : F 99K X
′
n is a well-defined rational map, which we denote by Φ. The
restriction ξn|F : F → X is generically finite on each irreducible component
of F by our choice of (V1, . . . ,Vn) in Proposition 4.8. By (5.2) and ξn(Dn) =
Y0 from Lemma 4.7, there is an irreducible component R of F such that ξn|R
regarded as an element of C(R,X) satisfies
ϕ ∼
(
βn ◦ Φ|R ◦ (ξn|R)
−1
)
◦ ι
for the inclusion ι : U ⊂ X. As mentioned in Definition 5.1 (4), this implies
that the graph of ϕ is contained in the graph of a generically finite algebraic
correspondence between X and X ′. 
6. E´tale webs of smooth curves
Definition 6.1. Let X be a projective manifold, i.e., a nonsingular projec-
tive variety. An e´tale web of smooth curves on X is a web W of curves on
X with the following additional property: in terms of the universal family
µW : UnivW → X and ρW : UnivW →W, there exists a dense Zariski open
subset Wetale of the smooth locus of W such that for each a ∈ Wetale,
(i) ρ−1W (a) is a smooth curve;
(ii) µW |ρ−1
W
(Oa)
: ρ−1W (Oa) → X is unramified for some open neighbor-
hood Oa of a in W
etale.
For a point a ∈ Wetale, the smooth curve
Pa := µW(ρ
−1
W (a)) ⊂ X
is called a regular member of the web W. A regular member has trivial
normal bundle by (ii). Conversely, it is easy to see that a web W of curves
on X is an e´tale web of smooth curves if a general member of W is smooth
and has trivial normal bundle in X. When we work with an e´tale web W
of smooth curves on X, we will choose Xreg of Proposition 3.5 such that
µ−1W (Xreg) ⊂ ρ
−1
W (W
etale). This implies that any member of W intersecting
Xreg is a regular member. If regular members of the web are rational curves,
we say that W is an e´tale web of smooth rational curves.
Lemma 6.2. Let W be an irreducible e´tale web of smooth curves on a
projective manifold X and let H ⊂ X be an irreducible hypersurface which
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has positive intersection number with members of W. Then there exist non-
empty Zariski open subsets HW ⊂ H and WH ⊂ Wetale such that
(i) for any a ∈ WH , the regular member Pa intersects H transversally
and Pa ∩H ⊂ H
W ;
(ii) for any x ∈ HW , there exists a ∈ WH with x ∈ Pa; and
(iii) if a member P ⊂ X of W contains a point of HW , then P = Pa for
some a ∈ WH .
Proof. Choose a Zariski open subsetWo ⊂ Wetale such that ρ−1W (W
o)∩µ−1W H
is e´tale over Wo. Set Ho := µW(ρ
−1
W (W
o)) ∩H. They satisfy the required
conditions. 
The following is immediate from Definition 6.1 (ii).
Lemma 6.3. An e´tale web of smooth curves on a projective manifold of
Picard number 1 cannot be univalent.
The next lemma is proved in Proposition 6 of [HM03]. It follows from the
fact that the base-change of an e´tale morphism is also an e´tale morphism.
Lemma 6.4. Let f : Y → X be a generically finite morphism between two
projective manifolds. IfW is an e´tale web of smooth curves on X, then f∗W
is an e´tale web of smooth curves on Y .
Proposition 6.5. On a nonsingular projective surface, an irreducible e´tale
web of smooth curves must be univalent.
Proof. A regular member C of an e´tale web of smooth curves on a nonsingu-
lar projective surface satisfies C ·C = 0 because C has trivial normal bundle,
as explained in Definition 6.1. If the web is not univalent, two distinct mem-
bers C and C
′
through a general point satisfy C · C
′
> 0. It follows that
C and C
′
cannot belong to the same component of the web, i.e., the web
cannot be irreducible. 
Proposition 6.6. Let W be an e´tale web of smooth curves on a projective
manifold X. Fix an irreducible component V of W and let f : A = UnivV →
X and g : A = UnivV → V be the universal family morphisms. The web f
∗W
on A has the subweb Fin(g) from Definition 3.10 and the subweb Mult(f∗W)
of f∗W from Definition 2.2. Then Mult(f∗W) ⊂ Fin(g).
Proof. Assuming that we have a common irreducible subweb J of Inf(g) and
Mult(f), we will derive a contradiction. Let J ⊂ A be a general member of
J and letW = g(J) ⊂ V. Since J is a member of Inf(g), we have a family of
distinct members {Jt, t ∈ ∆, J = J0} of J such thatW = g(Jt) for all t ∈ ∆.
WriteW o =W ∩Wetale. Let S ⊂ X be the closure of f(g−1(W o)). ThenW o
determines a web of curves on S whose general members are given by the
two morphisms ρW o : g
−1(W o)→W o and µW o : g
−1(W o)→ S obtained by
the restrictions of g and f . Choose a desingularization ν : S˜ → S. Then the
property (ii) of Definition 6.1 is preserved under the pull-back of µW o by ν.
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It follows that ρW o and µW o give rise to an irreducible e´tale web of smooth
curves on S˜. By Proposition 6.5, this web must be univalent. This means
that the morphism µW o : g
−1(W o) → S is birational. But the closure of
the surface g−1(W o) is covered by the members {Jt, t ∈ ∆} of J . Since the
restriction of f to each Jt is not birational by the assumption J ⊂ Mult(f),
the morphism µW o cannot be birational, a contradiction. 
Proposition 6.7. Let X be a simply connected projective manifold of Picard
number 1 equipped with an e´tale web W of smooth curves. Let M be a
projective variety and let p :M → X be a generically finite morphism which
is not birational. Then Mult(p∗W) is not empty.
Proof. We may assume that M is nonsingular by taking desingularization.
Let H ⊂ X be an irreducible component of the reduced branch divisor
of p, which is nonempty by the assumptions that X is simply connected
and p is not birational. Let R ⊂ M be an irreducible component of the
ramification divisor of p such that p(R) = H. Since H is ample, there
exists an irreducible component V of p∗W whose members have positive
intersection with R. Since V is an e´tale web of smooth curves by Lemma
6.4, a general member C of V intersects R transversally by Lemma 6.2 at
a nonsingular point y of R. As p(C) is a general member of p∗V ⊂ W,
it intersects H transversally at a nonsingular point p(y) ∈ H, by Lemma
6.2 again. This implies that p|C : C → p(C) is ramified at y, hence is not
birational. It follows that V ⊂ Mult(p∗W). 
Proposition 6.8. Let W be an e´tale web of smooth curves on a simply
connected projective manifold X of Picard number 1. Fix an irreducible
component V of W and let f : UnivV → X and g : UnivV → V be the uni-
versal family morphisms. Then Mult(f∗W) 6= ∅ and the web W is pairwise
non-integrable.
Proof. SinceX is nonsingular of Picard number 1, it cannot have a univalent
e´tale web of smooth curves. It follows that the morphism f : UnivV → X
is not birational. By Proposition 6.7, we see that Mult(f∗W) 6= ∅. Then
Proposition 6.6 shows Fin(g) 6= ∅, hence W is pairwise non-integrable by
Corollary 3.12. 
The proof of the following proposition is essentially the same as that of
Lemma 3.1 of [HM01].
Proposition 6.9. Any e´tale web of smooth curves on a projective manifold
of Picard number 1 is bracket-generating.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a projective manifold X of Picard number
1 with an e´tale web W of smooth curves which is not bracket-generating.
By Proposition 4.4, there exists an irreducible subvariety H of the Hilbert
scheme of X whose general member is a saturated subvariety of X of dimen-
sion strictly smaller than X and whose members cover the whole X. Then
by choosing a suitable subvariety of H, we obtain a hypersurface H ⊂ X
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which is the closure of the union of some collection of saturated subvarieties
of X. Since X is of Picard number 1, members of each irreducible compo-
nent V of W have positive intersection number with H. From Lemma 6.2,
we have a Zariski open subset HV ⊂ H, such that for any b ∈ HV , we have
a member Pa of V intersecting H transversally at b. By our construction of
H, we have a saturated subvariety S ⊂ H with S ∩HV 6= ∅. Pick a general
point b ∈ S. Then we have Pa with b ∈ Pa ∩ S and Pa 6⊂ S, which means
that S is not saturated, a contradiction. 
The following is well-known. We will give a proof for the reader’s conve-
nience.
Proposition 6.10. Let ℓ > 0 be a fixed integer. Let X ⊂ PN be a projective
submanifold such that there are nonempty, but only finitely many smooth
rational curves of degree ℓ through a general point of X. Let W be the web
of curves on X such that members of W through a general point x ∈ X are
exactly smooth rational curves of degree ℓ on X through x. Then W is an
e´tale web of smooth curves on X. If, furthermore, the Picard number of X
is 1, then X is a Fano manifold and any e´tale web of smooth curves on X
is a subweb of W.
Proof. It is well-known (see Chapter II of [Ko]) that the normal bundle of a
smooth rational curve C of fixed degree ℓ through a general point x of the
projective manifold X is semi-positive, i.e.,
NC⊂X ∼= O(a1)⊕ · · · ⊕ O(an−1), ai ≥ 0, n = dimX.
If ai > 0 for some i, then denoting mx the maximal ideal at x ∈ C, we have
H0(C,NC⊂X ⊗mx) 6= 0 while H
1(C,NC⊂X ⊗mx) = 0.
By the basic deformation theory of submanifolds, this means that we can
deform the rational curve C fixing the point x. This is a contradiction to
the assumption that there are only finitely many smooth rational curves of
degree ℓ through x. It follows that the normal bundle NC⊂X is trivial. This
implies that W is an e´tale web of smooth rational curves.
Now assume that the Picard group of X is generated by an ample line
bundle L. The anti-canonical bundle K−1X of X is isomorphic to L
iX for an
integer iX (called the index of X) and the hyperplane line bundle of P
N
restricted to X is isomorphic to Lk for a positive integer k. Then for a
general member C of W,
C · Lk = ℓ and C · LiX = 2.
It follows that iX =
2k
ℓ and the anti-canonical bundle is ample. For any
e´tale web V of smooth curves on X, a general member C ′ of W ′ has trivial
normal bundle. Since C ′ ·K−1X > 0, we see that C
′ is a rational curve and
2 = C ′ · LiX . This implies that C ′ · Lk = ℓ. Thus C ′ belongs to W. 
We are ready for the proof of Theorem 1.6.
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Proof of Theorem 1.6. By Proposition 6.10, the manifoldX andX ′ are Fano
manifolds, thus they are simply connected. From Proposition 6.8 and Propo-
sition 6.9, the websW andW ′ satisfy the conditions (B) and (P) of Theorem
1.3, from which Theorem 1.6 follows. 
7. Pleated webs
Definition 7.1. Let W be a web of curves on a projective variety X.
Write Pa := µW(ρ
−1
W (a)) for the curve in X corresponding to a ∈ W. Let
Pa 6= Pb, a, b ∈ W, be two distinct members through a point x ∈ Xreg.
Denote by x(a) the unique intersection point µ−1W (x) ∩ ρ
−1
W (a) and by P
x(a)
b
the unique irreducible component of µ−1W (Pb) through x(a). The image of
the germ of the curve x(a) ∈ P
x(a)
b under ρW , which is a smooth germ
of a 1-dimensional complex manifold through a in W, will be denoted
by Def(Pa;Pb, x) and called the deformation of Pa along Pb at x. (The
Zariski closure of Def(Pa;Pb, x) is the curve ρW(P
x(a)
b ), which may have
self-intersection at a. )
Lemma 7.2. Let f : Y → X be a generically finite morphism between
projective varieties. Let W be a web of curves and let f♭ : f
∗W 99KW be the
natural dominant rational map from the web f∗W on Y to W. Let Yreg ⊂ Y
be the Zariski open subset with respect to f∗W defined as in Proposition 3.5.
Then there exists a dense Zariski open subset Yo ⊂ Yreg ∩ f
−1(Xreg) such
that for any a, b ∈ f∗W, a 6= b, and Pa ∩ Pb ∋ y ∈ Yo,
f♭Def(Pa;Pb, y) = Def(f(Pa); f(Pb), f(y))
where the left hand side means the proper image under f♭.
Proof. From the definition of f∗W in Definition 2.2 (ii), there exists a dense
Zariski open subset dom(f♭) ⊂ f
∗W such that f(Pa) = Pf♭(a) for any a ∈
dom(f♭) and we have the commuting diagram of morphisms
Univf∗W ⊃ ρ
−1
f∗W(dom(f♭))
univf∗W
−→ UnivW
ρf∗W ↓ ↓ ↓ ρW
f∗W ⊃ dom(f♭)
f♭−→ W.
Choose Yo ⊂ Yreg ∩ f
−1(Xreg) such that µ
−1
f∗WYo ⊂ ρ
−1
f∗W(dom(f♭)). If Pa ∩
Pb ∋ y ∈ Yo and x = f(y), then a, b ∈ dom(f♭) and it is easy to see that
univf∗W(P
y(a)
b ) = P
x(f♭(a))
f♭(b)
.
This implies the desired result by the above commuting diagram. 
Definition 7.3. In the setting of Definition 7.1, let x 6= y be two distinct
points of Pa ∩Xreg. We say that Pa is pleated at (x; y) if for any b ∈ W with
x ∈ Pb 6= Pa, there exists c ∈ W (b = c allowed) satisfying
y ∈ Pc 6= Pa and Def(Pa;Pb, x) = Def(Pa;Pc, y).
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An irreducible component V of W is a pleated component of W if for a
general member C of V and a general point x ∈ C, there exists a point
y ∈ C ∩Xreg, x 6= y, such that C is pleated at (x; y). A web W is pleated if
it has a pleated component. A univalent web is pleated by definition.
Proposition 7.4. Let W be a pleated web on a projective variety X with a
pleated component V.
(1) Suppose that for a member C of V, we have an infinite subset Z ⊂
C ∩ Xreg and a point y ∈ C ∩Xreg such that C is pleated at (z; y)
for any z ∈ Z. Then C is pleated at (z; z′) for infinitely many pairs
z 6= z′ of elements of Z.
(2) Let O ⊂ X be any dense Zariski open subset. Then a general member
C of V is pleated at (x; y), x 6= y ∈ C ∩Xreg such that x, y ∈ O.
Proof. For each x ∈ C ∩Xreg, denote by E
1
x, . . . , E
e
x all the members of W
through x different from C. For each z ∈ Z, as C is pleated at (z; y), we
have (not necessarily distinct) integers 1 ≤ z(1), . . . , z(e) ≤ e such that
Def(C;Eiz, z) = Def(C;E
z(i)
y , y) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ e.
Since there are only finitely many choices of z(1), . . . , z(e), we can assume
that z(i) = z′(i) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ e for infinitely many pairs z 6= z′ of
elements of Z. Then
Def(C;Eiz , z) = Def(C;E
z(i)
y , y) = Def(C;E
z′(i)
y , y) = Def(C;E
i
z′ , z
′)
for each 1 ≤ i ≤ e. Thus C is pleated at (z; z′). This proves (i).
Given O ⊂ X, choose a member C of V with C ∩ O 6= ∅. Since C is
pleated, we have an infinite subset Z ⊂ C ∩O and a point yz ∈ C ∩Xreg for
each z ∈ Z such that C is pleated at (z; yz). If infinitely many of yz’s are
distinct, then yz ∈ O for some z ∈ Z and we are done. If infinitely many
yz’s coincide, we can deduce from (1) that C is pleated at (z; z
′) for some
pair z, z′ ∈ Z, proving (2). 
Proposition 7.5. Let f : Y → X be a generically finite morphism between
projective varieties. Let W be a web of curves on X. Then there exists a
Zariski open subset Y ⊂ Y such that a member C of Mult(f∗W) is pleated
at (x; y) if x, y ∈ C ∩Xreg ∩Y satisfy x 6= y and f(x) = f(y). It follows that
any component of Mult(f∗W) is a pleated component of f∗W and f∗W is
pleated if Mult(f∗W) 6= ∅.
Proof. Let us use the terminology of Lemma 7.2. Using Lemma 3.3, choose
a Zariski open subset Y ⊂ Yo such that if Pa ∩ Y 6= ∅ for a ∈ W, then
a ∈ dom(f♭) and f♭ is unramified at a. Assuming that x, y ∈ C ∩Xreg ∩ Y
satisfy x 6= y and f(x) = f(y), let E 6= C be any member of f∗W satisfying
x ∈ E ∩C and let F be an irreducible component (not necessarily different
from E) of f−1(f(E)) through y. By Lemma 7.2,
f♭Def(C;E, x) = Def(f(C); f(E), f(x)) =
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Def(f(C); f(F ), f(y)) = f♭Def(C;F, y).
As f♭ is unramified at the point corresponding to C in dom(f♭), this implies
that Def(C;E, x) = Def(C;F, y) as germs of curves in W. It follows that C
is pleated at (x; y). 
Proposition 7.6. Let f : Y → X be a generically finite morphism between
projective varieties and let Yo ⊂ Y be as in Lemma 7.2. Let W be a web of
curves on X such that f∗W is pleated with a pleated component V. Assume
that for a general member C of V and a general point z ∈ C ∩ Yo, there is a
point z′ ∈ C ∩ Yo such that
f(z′) ∈ Xreg, z 6= z
′, f(z) 6= f(z′) and C is pleated at (z; z′).
Then f(C) is pleated at (f(z); f(z′)). It follows that W is pleated, having
f∗V as a pleated component.
Proof. Any member of W through f(z), different from f(C), is of the form
f(E) for some member E 6= C of f∗W through z. Since C is pleated at
(z; z′), there exists a member F of f∗W satisfying F 6= C, z′ ∈ F and
Def(C;E, z) = Def(C;F, z′).
By Lemma 7.2,
Def(f(C); f(E), f(z)) = f♭Def(C;E, z) =
f♭Def(C;F, z
′) = Def(f(C); f(F ), f(z′)).
By the assumption f(z) 6= f(z′) ∈ Xreg, this implies that f(C) is pleated at
(f(z); f(z′)). 
Proposition 7.7. Let X be a simply connected projective manifold of Pi-
card number 1 equipped with an e´tale web W of smooth curves. Let X ′ be
a projective variety equipped with a web W ′ of curves. Let Γ ⊂ X × X ′
be a generically finite algebraic correspondence respecting [W;W ′]. If Γ is
irreducible and the projection prX : Γ → X is not birational, then W
′ is
pleated.
Proof. To simplify the notation, write Y = Γ and the two projections as
f : Y → X and q : Y → X ′. By assumption, the two webs f∗W and q∗W ′
on Y coincide. We know that Mult(f∗W) is nonempty from Proposition 6.7.
Let V be any component of Mult(f∗W). Let Y ⊂ Y be as in Proposition
7.5. For a general member C of V and a general point z ∈ C ∩ Y, we can
choose a point z′ ∈ Y such that
f(z) = f(z′), q(z) 6= q(z′) and q(z′) ∈ X ′reg.
Then C is pleated at (z; z′) by Proposition 7.5. Thus q∗V is a pleated
component of W ′ by Proposition 7.6. 
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8. E´tale webs of lines
Definition 8.1. Let X be a projective manifold. An e´tale webW of smooth
rational curves is called an e´tale web of lines if there is an embeddingX ⊂ PN
such that the image of the members of the web are lines in PN .
Proposition 8.2. Let W be an e´tale web of lines on a projective manifold
X ⊂ PN . A member C ⊂ X of W is said to be free if the normal bundle
NC⊂X is trivial. Let Ŵ be the normalization of W and let Ŵ
free be the dense
Zariski open subset corresponding to free members. Let
ρ
Ŵ
: Univ
Ŵ
→ Ŵ and µ
Ŵ
: Univ
Ŵ
→ X
be the normalization of ρW and µW . Then
(i) ρ
Ŵ
is a P1-bundle;
(ii) Ŵ free is contained in the smooth locus of Ŵ and the morphism µ
Ŵ
is unramified on ρ−1
Ŵ
(Ŵ free).
Proof. The normalization Ŵ corresponds to the union of finitely many com-
ponents of the normalized space of rational curves RatCurvesn(X) defined
in II.2.11 of [Ko]. (i) is immediate because the members are lines (also from
II.2.12 of [Ko]), while (ii) is from (i) and II.3.5.4 of [Ko]. 
Proposition 8.3. In the setting of Proposition 8.2, write
Pa = µŴ(ρ
−1
Ŵ
(a)) for a ∈ Ŵ .
Fix an irreducible component V of W and let f : Univ
V̂
→ X and g :
Univ
V̂
→ V̂ be the normalized universal family morphisms. Let R ⊂ V̂ be
the union of all irreducible hypersurfaces H ⊂ V̂ such that
(1) f(g−1(H)) is a hypersurface in X and
(2) the morphism f is ramified at a general point of g−1(H).
Write R = g−1(R) and B = f(R). Then there exist a dense Zariski open
subset Bo ⊂ B and a dense Zariski open subset O ⊂ X with the following
properties.
(i) Bo is contained in the smooth locus of B and g(f
−1(Bo) ∩ R) is
contained in the smooth locus of R.
(ii) If a ∈ R and Pa∩Bo 6= ∅, then the normal bundle NPa⊂X of Pa ⊂ X
is isomorphic to ⊕1≤i≤n−1O(mi) for some integers mi satisfying
m1 ≥ m2 ≥ · · · ≥ mn−2 ≥ 0 > mn−1.
(iii) In (ii), for any point x ∈ Pa ∩ Bo, the semipositive part of the fiber
of the normal bundle of Pa at x
⊕1≤i≤n−2O(mi)x ⊂ ⊕1≤i≤n−1O(mi)x ∼= NPa⊂X,x
corresponds to
Tx(Bo)/Tx(Pa) ⊂ Tx(X)/Tx(Pa) = NPa⊂X,x.
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(iv) In (iii), if s ∈ H0(Pa, NPa⊂X), then
sx ∈ Tx(Bo)/Tx(Pa) ⊂ Tx(X)/Tx(Pa) = NPa⊂X,x.
(v) Any member E of W with E ∩ O 6= ∅ is a regular member of W,
i.e., belonging to Wetale, satisfies E ∩B = E ∩Bo and intersects Bo
transversally.
Proof. Denote by α : R → B the restriction of f and by β : R → R the
restriction of g. Then α is a generically finite morphism and we can choose
a dense Zariski open subset Bo ⊂ B contained in the smooth locus of B
such that
α|α−1(Bo) : α
−1(Bo)→ Bo
is e´tale and the image β(α−1(Bo)) is contained in the smooth locus of R.
For a ∈ β(α−1(Bo)), write NPa⊂X
∼= ⊕n−1i=1 O(mi) with mi ≥ mi+1. Since a
general member of W has trivial normal bundle, we know that K−1X ·Pa = 2
andm1+· · ·+mn−1 = 0. The sections of the trivial normal bundle of β
−1(a)
inside R give rise to elements of H0(Pa, NPa⊂X) generating the subspace
Tx(Bo)/Tx(Pa) ⊂ NPa⊂X,x
at each point x ∈ Pa ∩Bo. It follows that mn−2 ≥ 0. Then mn−1 = −(m1+
· · · +mn−2) is negative unless m1 = · · · = mn−1 = 0. But the latter case
cannot happen, because if NPa⊂X is a trivial bundle, then f cannot be
ramified at points of g−1(a) by Proposition 8.2 (ii), a contradiction to the
choice a ∈ R. Thus mn−1 < 0 and ⊕1≤i≤n−2O(mi)x should correspond to
Tx(Bo)/Tx(Pa). This verifies (i)-(iv). (iv) is clear from Lemma 6.2. 
Proposition 8.4. In the setting of Proposition 8.3, assume furthermore
that X has Picard number 1. Then R, R,B and Mult(f∗W) are nonempty.
A general member of any component of Mult(f∗W) intersect R transversally
at points of f−1(Bo).
Proof. Since X has Picard number 1 and is covered by lines, it must be
Fano, which implies thatX is simply connected. Thus the setsR, R and B in
Proposition 8.3 are not empty and Proposition 6.8 shows that Mult(f∗W) is
not empty. For a general member E of Mult(f∗W), the morphism f |E : E →
f(E) is a branched cover of a line. Thus E must intersect the ramification
locus of f . SinceW is an e´tale web of lines, the images of ramification locus
of f |E must cover a hypersurface in X as E varies in Mult(f
∗W). Thus E
has nonempty intersection with R. The intersection is transversal, because
f(E) should intersect B transversally by Lemma 6.2. 
Theorem 8.5. Let X ⊂ PN be a projective submanifold of Picard number
1 and let W be an e´tale web of lines on X. Then W is not pleated.
Proof. Let us assume that W has a pleated component V and derive a con-
tradiction. We will use the notation of Proposition 8.3 and Proposition
8.4.
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For a general member E of Mult(f∗W), intersecting R transversally at
points of f−1(Bo), pick a point z ∈ E with f(z) ∈ O and let C ⊂ X be
the member of V corresponding to g(z). Since C is pleated, there exists y ∈
g−1(g(z)) such that C is pleated at (f(z); f(y)). Moreover, we can assume
that f(y) ∈ O by Proposition 7.4. Thus we have a member F ⊂ UnivV̂ of
f∗W through y such that
Def(C; f(E), f(z)) = Def(C; f(F ), f(y)).
This implies that g(E) = g(F ) in V̂. This curve g(E) intersects the hyper-
surface R ⊂ V̂ transversally at points in g(f−1(Bo) ∩R).
Since f(z) and f(y) are two distinct points on the line C, the line f(E)
through f(z) and the line f(F ) through f(y) must be different. Suppose
that f(E) ∩ f(F ) 6= ∅. Then the family of lines on X parametrized by
g(E) lie on the plane 〈f(E), f(F )〉 ⊂ PN spanned by f(E) and f(F ). Thus
〈f(E), f(F )〉 ⊂ X. But then the line C on this plane cannot have trivial
normal bundle in X, a contradiction. Thus we have f(E) ∩ f(F ) = ∅.
Let ι : ∆ = {t ∈ C, |t| < 1} → g(E) ⊂ V̂ be a local uniformization of the
curve g(E) at the point ι(0) ∈ g(E) ∩ R. The pull-back of the P1-bundle
g : UnivV̂ → V̂ by ι is biholomorphic to a trivial bundle p : P
1 × ∆ → ∆,
equipped with a natural holomorphic map j : P1 ×∆→ Univ
V̂
:
P1 ×∆
j
−→ UnivV̂
f
−→ X
p ↓ ↓ g
∆
ι
−→ V̂ .
Write h : P1×∆→ X for the composition f ◦ j such that for each t ∈ ∆,
the morphism ht : P
1 = P1 × {t} → X is an embedding as a line in PN
and the line h0(P
1) ⊂ X is contained in B. Writing u = h0(P
1) ∩ f(E) and
v = h0(P
1) ∩ f(F ), we have u 6= v from f(E) ∩ f(F ) = ∅. Since the lines
f(E) and f(F ) intersect Bo transversally by the requirement f(z), f(y) ∈ O,
we have Tu(Bo) ∩ Tu(f(E)) = 0 and Tv(Bo) ∩ Tv(f(F )) = 0.
Note that dh : T (P1 × ∆) → h∗T (X) sends the vertical tangent T p of
the projection p : P1 × ∆ → ∆ into a line subbundle of h∗T (X), because
ht is an embedding of P
1 to a line in X for each t. The quotient bundle
N := h∗T (X)/T p has the property that its restriction to the fiber h−1(t) is
isomorphic to the normal bundle Nht(P1)⊂X .
The infinitesimal deformation ∂∂th defines a section σ of the vector bundle
N on P1 × ∆. Let k be the vanishing order of σ along t = 0, i.e. the
nonnegative integer such that t−kσ is a holomorphic section of N which
does not vanish identically on p−1(0). Since the complex analytic surface
h(P1 × ∆) contains the germs of the lines f(E) and f(F ), the restriction
t−kσ|h−1(f(E)) (resp. t
−kσ|h−1(f(F ))) takes values in T (f(E)) (resp. T (f(F )))
modulo T p. On the other hand, Proposition 8.3 (iv) says that t−kσ|t=0 must
take values in T (Bo) modulo T
p. This implies that the values of t−kσ at
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h−10 (u) and at h
−1
o (v) must belong to
Tu(Bo) ∩ Tu(f(E)) = 0 and Tv(Bo) ∩ Tv(f(F )) = 0.
Thus it gives a nonzero section of the normal bundle
Nh0(P1)⊂X ⊂ Nh0(P1)⊂PN
of the line h0(P
1) ⊂ X ⊂ PN , vanishing at the two distinct points u and
v. But the normal bundle of a line in PN cannot have a nonzero section
vanishing at two distinct points, a contradiction. This proves Theorem
8.5. 
Proposition 8.6. In the setting of Theorem 1.6, assume that ℓ′ = 1, then
the projection Γ→ X is birational, i.e., the generically finite correspondence
Γ defines a rational map X 99K X ′.
Proof. Recall from Proposition 6.10 thatW andW ′ are e´tale webs of smooth
curves. If Γ is not birational to X, then Proposition 7.6 implies that the
web W ′ is pleated. This is a contradiction to Theorem 8.5. 
Proposition 8.7. In the setting of Theorem 1.6, assume that Γ is birational
over both X and X ′, i.e., it defines a birational map Φ : X 99K X ′. Then Φ
gives a biregular morphism X ∼= X ′.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 4.4 of [HM01],
modulo a few minor changes. We reproduce it for the reader’s convenience.
Firstly, we claim that there is no hypersurface in X (resp. X ′) contracted
by Φ (resp. Φ−1). Let us prove it for Φ (the same argument works for Φ−1).
Assume the contrary and let H ⊂ X be a hypersurface contracted by Φ,
i.e., the proper image Φ(H) has codimension ≥ 2 in X ′. Since X has Picard
number 1, all general members of W intersect H. Since Φ sends germs of
members ofW to those ofW ′, the proper images under Φ of general members
of W give general members of W ′. It follows that all general members of
W ′ intersect the variety f(H) of codimension ≥ 2 in X ′, a contradiction to
the fact that W ′ is an e´tale web of smooth curves.
By the claim, we see that Φ induces a biregular morphism between two
quasi-projective varieties Xo ⊂ X and X
′
o ⊂ X
′ such that the complement
X \Xo and X
′ \X ′o have codimension ≥ 2. The isomorphism between the
linear systems H0(Xo,K
−k
Xo
) ∼= H0(X ′o,K
−k
X′o
) induced by Φ for all k > 0
extends to an isomorphism H0(X,K−kX )
∼= H0(X ′,K−kX′ ) by Hartogs exten-
sion. Since X and X ′ are Fano by Proposition 6.10, this isomorphism gives
a biregular morphism between X and X ′. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.2 and Theorem 1.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Recall from Proposition 6.10 that lines covering X
and X ′ define e´tale webs of lines. Applying Theorem 1.6, we have a generi-
cally finite correspondence Γ ⊂ X×X ′ extending ϕ. By Proposition 8.6, we
know that Γ gives a rational map X 99K X ′. We can apply Proposition 8.6
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with X and X ′ switched to see that Γ gives a birational map Φ : X 99K X ′.
Then Proposition 8.7 implies that Φ gives a biregular morphism. 
Proof of Theorem 1.8. Let Φ : X → X ′ be a surjective morphism. Recall
from Proposition 6.10 that lines covering X (resp. smooth rational curves
of degree ℓ covering X ′) define an e´tale webW (resp. W ′) of smooth curves.
By Lemma 6.4, the pull-back Φ∗W ′ is an e´tale web of smooth curves on X.
The second assertion of Proposition 6.10 implies that Φ∗W ′ is a subweb of
W. Applying Proposition 8.6 to the webs W ′ and Φ∗W ′, with X and X ′
switched, we see that the graph Graph(Φ) ⊂ X ×X ′ must be birational to
X ′. Thus Φ is birational, which must be biregular by Proposition 8.7. 
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